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Read All Instructions Prior to Cutting and Sewing.

Do not pre-wash your panel.

Decide if you want your doll to have long hair.  If so, you will need 
yarn.  If you have washaway stabilizer, this will be useful in 
creating the doll wig.  You only need a 1” by 14” strip.  These 
instructions will be addressed later in the slide presentation.

Choose to make either the ruffled Kuspuk or the shorter version
without a ruffle.  



There are 2 Sets of Instructions on 
the Panel:

General & Sewing

“General Instructions and Tips” can be viewed in this image and 
is located in the lower right section of the panel.

Cut this set of instructions from the panel and set them aside.

Read them prior to cutting any other portion of the panel.



Cutting Instructions

You have 2 options:

1. Cut in sections as illustrated below. This is my preference and greatly simplifies the sewing process.
2. Or, you may choose to cut each piece out individually. Realize stitching is more challenging this way.

You will have 5 small panels that can be folded and sewn.



Sewing Instructions:  Arms and Legs
Fold each arm panel, carefully aligning the outer edges of 
the printed arm pieces.  Pin.  Mark the “leave open for 
stuffing” asterisks with pins.

Repeat for the Leg sections.

Stitch using a ¼” seam inside the printed edges. Backstitch
at the tops of each piece and at each asterisk. Remember
to the spaces between the asterisks open for stuffing.

TIP:

When you fold the panel this way, the feed dogs of your 
sewing machine have more fabric to “grab.”  This makes 
navigating the curves so much easier!



Trimming Arms and Legs

1. Trim away the white fabric,
cutting along the outer printed
edge of each arm and each leg.

2. With the tip of sharp fabric
scissors, clip the point between
the thumb and the rest of the 
hand.

3. Then, use pinking shears to trim
the curves.

4. Turn the arms and legs right side 
out.

TIP: Pinking shears are perfect for
trimming curves. When you turn
your pieces right side out, the
curved edges will be smooth.



Attaching Arms and Legs to Body

1. Pin each arm to the front of the body as 
illustrated.  Make sure the thumbs are pointing 
down.  Notice that the top of the arm is ¼” 
below the shoulder.  Stitch slightly less then ¼”.

2. Pin each leg to the bottom edge of the front.  
The center front seam of each leg matches the 
center back seam of each leg.  The toes are 
pointing to the mouth.  Align each leg ¼” from 
outside edge of hip of doll.  Stitch at ¼”. 

3. Note: the arms and legs will stay tucked in 
when you stitch the body. 



Stitch the Body 1. Fold the arms and legs under so 
that you can avoid them during 
the stitching process.

2. Pin the front to the back.  Notice 
that I have pins strategically 
placed above and below each arm 
piece.  This will help you avoid 
sewing a part of the arm that you 
do not want to sew.

3. Stitch ¼” inside the printed edge.  
Start at the bottom edge of one 
side and finish at the other 
bottom edge.

4. Trim and use pinking shears on 
curves.  Clip the neck curve with 
scissors.


